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cles. 
This invention relates to setting upyreceptar' 

This invention has utility when incorporated"; 
in opening out flat or knock-down carton sec 

’tool projected theretoward; 

25 
tition angularly in the tubular portion with the ' a 

Fig. 71s a view similar to Fig. 6 in which the - 
‘tool has effected the thrusting of the partition 
into the seat or angle against the endless series' 

Fig. 8 is a section on the line VHI—VIII, Fig. '7, 
showing the spread-tool over the partition in the 
cylindrical tube container; - ' ' I 

Fig. 9 is a view of a completed carton end; trOlS the ?aps’ '1“ against outward thrusting, so 
Fig. 10 is a section on the‘llne X-‘X, Fig. 9, > that in this Jamming there isaninward drawing 

at the seam; " ' _ , - p v to have these flaps radiate inward ‘on the base l2. 
Fig. 11 is a section on the_ line xr-xr, Fig. 9, The sides of v‘the .Y-cuts I5 and the slant. oi’ the 

away irom‘the seam; side l¢l " ‘are at an’ acute angleto-the direction 0! 
Fig. 12 shows ?exing of the end closure disk 40 the-541011118 ll, While.,'the V-CIItS '5 d0 IlQt'eXtend 

to insert in the partially expanded sidewalls of clear to the scoring It but are short therefrom. 
the tube or cylinder for the drum; , I Partition I‘ may. then be dropped 01' thrust into 
, Fig. 13 is a section on the line XIII-XIII, Fig. I this regionbetweenthe side wallsi. The par 
12, showing the disk in descent; _ » ' ' -- v ‘ ‘tially-opened-out --:tube tmay have the disk i6 

Fig. 14 shows supplemental or alternative 45 bowed ,andfsnappedat least partway down-the 
thrusting to locate the disk from that of Fig. 6; ' tube 5 to aid in bringing it to circular iorm. .' 
and > - > Completion of thethrusting may occur at the 

Fig. 15 shows the mounted drum on the sup- stitching machine (Fig. 15) or by a toolprior to 
port ready to'be tilted to the stitcher or stapling _ placing the carton part _'on the machine (Figs. ‘ 
machine head. _ , -. ' 60 4, 6)- ' , I - 

In the carrying out of the invention herein, For facility in the locating of this partition, a 
sheet ?ber board, box board, or paper board stock tool may be provided. having a grip or handle I‘! 
may provide a major side I, a secondary-side;2, and a stem l8 (Fig. 6) with a- loose guide l9 
and a still minor side 2 (Fig; l), which is assem- thereon having diametrical arms.” to. pivot con- ' 
bled by stitching l to provide drum or tube side 55 nections 2| with semi-circular sections '22 having 
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walls 5 (Figs. 2, 4) for a container. Scoring 6, ‘I, 
determine ‘a ioldregion for the ‘knock-down tubu 
lar blank to be in ,i'lat condition for. stacking and 
shipping. A scoring [is at the base of major , 

tions, setting a partition or end in the side walls .5 ?aps 9 ,as an endless annularser-ies for the end 
or tubular portion terminal regionthereoi, and ' closure portion of the container, which closure is 
anchoring the vpartition or end in ‘such set-up to be effective al'ter the container is charged or g 

. package section, thereby to form an open top re- ?llcd- A 86011118 ‘ll, remote from the scoring 8, 
ceptacle ready for charging contents thereinto. is‘ slightly spaced from endless ann?ar series or 
Referring to the drawings: ‘ ~ ' ' l0 minor‘ flaps II. The anchoring means or stitch 
Fig. 1 is a~ view of the scored blank from the inglor stapling 4 brings the terminus of the mi 

inner side thereof; -. ' 1 r ' - , nor inner side Ito overlap the terminus of the 

Fig. 2 is .a showing or the scored'blank of, Fig. larger, side 2- :This preserves the symmetry for 
.1 as assembled into a flattened-out endless sec- ’ the flaps H and locates at the region of the 
non; . - . - ' j _ ' 15' stitching‘, but vtherebeyond, fractional ?ap ii’ 

Fig. 3 is a plan view of the base or platform ‘ (Fig. v1) which has‘ its tapered side ll" extend 
against which the opened-out tube has its short from. the tip of the ?ap II’ to the scoring l0. 
?aps jammed to e?ect folding 0! such inward; Thls'means that this incline at the terminus of 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary vertical section'through the section 2 is of greater extent than the sides of 
the container as jammed against the base or 20 V-cuts 15 which separatethe ?aps H but which 
platform; I ‘ V-cuts do not extend clear to the scoring it. 

Fig. 5 is a detail view of theepd closure or par- ' Accordingly, there is at the assembly or stapling . 
tition to be seated in the tubular portion agains ; v 4 a double thickness for at least‘ 8' fraction 0! the 
the inwardly extending ?aps of Fig. 4; ' tab or fiap,'but the symmetry of the-tabs or. flaps 

Fig. 6_ is a view similarto Fig. 4 with the par- is continuous.‘ 
In the carrying'out or the invention herein, this 

knockdown orr?at tubular structure (Fig. 2) may ' be spread or‘ opened out and the side walls 5 _. > 

(Fig. 4) then thrust toward .a base I2 having 
shallow inwardly tapered portion II. It is to be 
noted that they stitching l is such as to locate 

' the scoring I! onthe inner side'ot this structure 
7 as opened out. a The scoring It, with a clearance 

It as to the V-cuts it between the ?aps ll, con 
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an intermediate 
down centrally 
the 

adjacent the ?aps H. The groove or scoring is 
on the inner side, which countersink produces 
complementary rib'in register therewith on‘ the 
outer side. 
Helptul in carrying out this invention is a ma 

chine having an overhanging arm II, terminally 
of which is located a stitcher 21, for ?at stock 
adapted to be cut into lengths and terminally 
bent over as a two-pointed tack in staple-like 
type or stitch. A column‘ 48 has thereon a lower 
deck or holder II and an upper deck or holder 
table II. The location or the table portion II 
is at such spacing from the table portion II that, 

hinge It. This tool as thrust 

‘as the tubular section I rests on the table II with 
the tube portion I downward therefrom, the ?aps 
I as straight therefrom abut thistable II and 
the partition II is seated in the scoring groove 
is here or previously by the tool. 

registers with the scoring II ‘ 
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stitcher 21. 
As shown in Fig. 9, the fractional tab II’ at 

its edge portion from the terminus of the side 
portion 3 is away from registering with a notch 
II. This means that the clearance H as to at 
least one of the overlapping termini oi’ the sides 
I. I, assembled by the stitching I, has clearance 
continuity away from a notch II. ,The notches 
iI are su?icient to permit the tabs H‘ to be swung 
toward each other into a common plane with‘the 
disk it, with minimum 01' crowding action at the 
clearance II as away from the seam.‘ This is a 

, factor in promoting sealing eillciency, even for 
15 

' aggravate or tend to promote 
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In placing this stock or work on the ‘holder, ' 
the upper table II is pulled or rocked away from 
the - stitcher II. In this cleared position for 
placing the, work, on the tables, the tables'niay 
then be rocked backto the desired upright posi 
tion to bring the table 
pogition as to the stitcher‘working tool II. The ta le 

position. As the‘stitehing operation is com 
pleted and the tool II is withdrawn, the machine 
shifts the work for a step in progress or rota 
tion to make the next stitch; The tables do not 
rotate but-have‘ their‘ only position of change 

the ?aps, orin both places. ' _ V ‘ 

As the operator notes the stitching has been 
completed-tor the circuit, thedrive is released 
and the machine stopped so thatthe’work' may 
be pulled away from position beneath the stitch, 
er. 'I'hisstiteh-anchored-partition "(at the end 
of the carton I is thus, as a-unit, slipped oi! the 
inclinedset oi vtables II, II, 'as tilted away from 
the stitcher 21. All is now in readiness ior_'slip 

and work'are normally held in'this regis- " 

II at'appropriate register ' 
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liquid asphalt as charged into the container or 
drum. The seam as herein disclosed does not 

leakage, due to the 
departure from full registry oi' the overlapping 
tabs. A further strengthening against leakage is 
involved when this overlapping out of registry 
locates the inner terminus away from such clear 
ancellastoanotchll, ‘ ' 
This application is a continuation in part of 

my copending application ior United States Let 
ters Patent, Ser. No. 316,192, ?led January”, 
1940, .ior Method and apparatus for forming 
cartons. . 

Whatisclaimedanditisdesiredtosecureby LettersPatentis: 
‘1. For a carton, side, wall structure of a strip 

having termini overlapping and anchored to 
' gether adapted to be collapsed and having from 
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one end an endless series or ?aps, said structure 
being provided with scoring on the inner side 
spaced inward from the ?aps, the naps being 
symmetrical throughout from the outer terminus 
to the passing of the inner terminus thereunder, 
from which outer terminus the inneriterminus 

' has a fractional ilap portion at the inner side 40 
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ping alucceeding set-upot carton with the par-' " 
tition locatedv "As such "partition II is 

right in position as to'the stltcher n. The open _' 
ator maythen trip or start the -machine for’ a 
repetition oi’ the cycle or operation. ‘ , , 

In practice, it is convenient‘ that there be a 
range of operation herein, as well as a rangerfor taking 
Such 

in the diameter is readily‘taken 
into account by the step-by-step i’eed'or shifting 
as to the table II. In practice, there may be, 
purpose in locating staples II in the joints be 
tween the ?aps ii to bridge therebetween (Fig. 9) 
or even centrally of the ?aps. This location is 

mean variation 

step-by-step i'ecd. ~ 

With the carton in position as to itsv tubular 
portion about the table II and the end or parti 
tion ll against ‘the table II, the ?aps,‘ whether or 
not previously jammed, are directed by guide v‘ll 
(Fig. 15) intoproximity to this end it as the 
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care or diii'erent dimension containers. ' 

65 ‘lapping tab adjacent its base 

01' theoverlapping 
nap oi the outer and there anchored to the full 

terminus 'oi the side wall struc 
completing an endless sealing 

seat in the scoring, and a partition in said seat 
and against the 
anchored. ‘ 

.2. A drum construction comprising a tubular 
body membervoi ?exible sheet material formed 
with inner and outer overlapping end portions, 
a disc-like closure member, tabs extending from 
the body member adapted to be‘ folded over and 

» secured to the outer surface of the closure mem 
ber, the tab on the end of the outer portion of 
the body member being adapted ' 
tab on the inner 
formed adjacent 
score line having a concave portion directedin 
wardly oi’ the body member and a convex portion 
directed outwardly thereof, the convex score line 
portion of the inner body portion being ?tted so 
as to extend at least partially into the concave 
score line portion of the outer body portion, ‘the 
edge of the closure disc being adapted to'iit into 
the concave part of thescore line inithe' body 
member; theouter edge portion oi.’ the inner over 

being disposed cen 
- trally of the tab on the outer portion, said outer 

‘ f tion to the score line at an taken intoaccount by varying the throw of the: - 
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edge extending thence downwardly at an inclina 
acute angle, whereby 

the edge portion from the base of the tab is dis 
posed at an acute angle when the disc has been 

_ ?tted into the end of the body member. 
3. A drum construction comprising a tubular 

,7 body member oi’ ?exible sheet material formed 
1 with inner and outer overlapping end portions, 
a disc-like closure member, tabs extending from 

respective ?aps are fed into position as to the 

outer side of vwhich the flaps are‘ ' 
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the body member adapted to be folded over and 
secured to theouter surface of the closure mem 
ber, the tab on the end of the outer portion of 
the body member being adapted to overlap the 
tab on the inner portion, the body member being 
formed adjacent the bases of the tabs with a score 
line from inwardly of the body member forming 
an outward complementary portion, the com 

> plementary portion of the inner body portion be 
ing in register with the score line overlap por 
tion of the outer body portion, the edge of the 
closure disc being adapted to ?t into the score 
line in the body member, the outer edge portion 
of the inner overlapping tab adjacent its base 
being disposed centrally of the tab on the outer 
portion, said outer edge extending‘thence down 
wardly at an inclination to the score line at an 
acute angle, whereby the edge portion at the base 
of the tab is disposed from the edge of the disc 
at an acute angle when the disc has been ?tted 
into the end of the body member. 

4. A drum construction comprising a tubular’ 
body member of ?exible sheet material formed 
with inner and outer overlapping end portions, 
a disc-like closure member, tabs extending from 
the body member adapted to be folded over and 
secured to the outer surface of the closure mem 
ber, the tab on the end of the outer portion 0! 
the body member being adapted to overlap the 

, tab on the inner portion, the body member being 
formed adjacent the bases of the tabs with a 
score line from inwardly of the body member 
forming an outward complementary portion, the 
complementary portion of the inner body portion 
being in register with the score line overlap por 
tion oi the outer body portion, the edge of the 
closure disc being adapted to ?t into the score: 
line in the body member, the outer edge por 
tion of the inner overlapping tab adjacent its 
base being disposed centrally of the tab on the 
outer portion, said outer edge extending thence 
downwardly at an inclination to the score line 
at an acute angle, whereby the edge portion from 
the base of the mom disposed at an acute angle 
when the disc has been fitted into the end of the 
body member. 

5. A drum construction comprising a body 
member of ?exible sheet material provided with 
a score line spaced from an edge with a linéal 
series of notches along said edge and extending 
for clearance away from the score line, said 
notches thereby providing therebetween a series 
of tabs, said member having inner and outer 
termini overlapping to form a tube or body for 
the drum, stitching uniting said overlapping and 
extending away from the series of tabs for inter 
ntting the‘ termini of the score line adjacent said 
stitching in forming a seam and bringing the 
tabs into an endless series, a disk-like closure 
entered into the tube to register with the score 
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line, and additional stitching anchoring the tabs 
against the outer face of the closure with at least 
one terminal edge of the body across the score 
line for the disk spaced from registry with a' 
notch. > 

6. A drum construction comprising a body 
member of flexible sheet material provided with 
a score line spaced from an edge with a lineal 
series of notches along said edge and extending 
for clearance away from the score line, said 
notches thereby providing therebetween a series 
of tabs, said member having inner and outer ter 
mini overlapping to form a tube or body vfor the 
drum, stitching uniting said overlapping and ex- ' 
tending away from the series of tabs for inter- . 
?tting the termini of the score line adjacent said 
stitching in forming a seam and bringing the tabs 
into an endless series, a disk-like closure entered 
into the tube to register with the score line, and 
additional stitching anchoring the tabs against 
the outer face of the closure with the inner ter 
minal edge of the body across the score line for 
the disk spaced from registry with a notch, 

7. A drum construction comprising a tubular 
body member of flexible sheet material formed 
.with inner and outer overlapping end portions, 
a disc-like closure member, tabs extending from‘ 

~ the body member adapted to be ‘folded over and 
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secured to the outer surface of the closure mem 
ber, the tab on the end of the outer portion of 
the body member being adapted to overlap the 
tab on the inner portion, the body member being 
formed adjacent the bases 0! the tabs with a 
score line on the inner side of the body member 
with the score line overlapping end portions in 
register to form an endless seat, the edge of the 
closure disc being adapted to ?t into the endless 
seat of the score line in the body member, the 
outer edge portion of the inner overlapping tab 
adjacent its base being disposed centrally of the 
tab on the'outer portion. 

8. A drum construction comprising a tubular 
body member of flexible sheet material formed 
with inner and outer‘ overlapping end portions, 
a disc-like closure member, tabs extending from 
the body member adapted to be folded over and 
secured to the outer surface of the closure mem 
her, the tab on the end of the outer portion of 
the body member being adapted to overlap the 
tab on the inner portion, the body member being 
formed adjacent the bases of the tabs with scor 
ing on the inner side of the body member with 
the scoring overlapping end portions in register 
to form an endless scoring, the edge of the clo 
sure disc being adapted to register with the end 
less scoring in the body member, the outer edge 
portion of the inner overlapping tab adjacent its 
base being disposed centrally of the tab on the 
outer portion. 1 

HARRY E. HINES. 


